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Why phrasing? One motivation: framing
The framing of an argument emphasizes certain principles or perspectives.

Framing in GMO debates:

"green revolution"

"Frankenfood"

“CL” framing work includes: Eunsol Choi, Chenhao Tan, Lillian Lee, Cristian Danescu-NiculescuMizil, Jennifer Spindel 2012; Viet-An Nguyen, Jordan Boyd-Graber, Philip Resnik 2013; Eric
Baumer, Elisha Elovic, Ying Qin, Francesca Polletta, Geri Gay, 2015; Oren Tsur, Dan Calacci, David
Lazer 2015; Dallas Card, Justin Gross, Amber Boydstun, and Noah Smith, 2016.

http://www.ourbreathingplanet.com/control-the-world-through-genetically-modified-food/

“One of the most important concepts in the study of public opinion”
[James Druckman, 2001]

Past research: the limits of phrasing?
Daniel Hopkins, 2013: “...there is no evidence that groups targeted by
specific frames [such as ‘death panels’ in the health care debates]
respond accordingly.”

Justin Grimmer, Solomon Messing, Sean Westwood, 2014:
message frequency matters more than $s mentioned in the messages.

Miles Osborne, 2014:
“...a famous person can write anything and it will be retweeted.
An unknown person can write the same tweet and it will be ignored.”

I knew I should have said “arf”.

“Rick”
“Danielle”

“Rob”
“Gary”
“me”

Still, can wording have any influence?
Non-options:
(Instantaneously) become alpha dog.
Be a dog at all.

“Parallel universe” experimental paradigm
Exploit situations with many instances of:
...the same speaker
...in the same situation, or
conveying the same info...
...varying their wording (beyond a fixed set
of lexical choices)
and see the effects.
Relates to work on style (e.g., Annie Louis and Ani Nenkova, 2013) and paraphrasing
(e.g., Regina Barzilay and Kathy McKeown 2001, Wei Xu, Alan Ritter, Chris
Callison-Burch, Bill Dolan, Yangfeng Ji, 2014)

http://pixabay.com/en/twitter-tweet-twitter-bird-312464/

Discussion fodder:
Three beyond-the-lab studies
Information sharing and spread:
Chenhao Tan, Lillian Lee, Bo Pang, ACL 2014

http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/assets/11552774/views.jpg
http://www.bebeksayfasi.com/wpcontent/uploads/2013/11/empathie-326x235.png

Claim strength and its effects:
• Chenhao Tan, Lillian Lee, arXiv 2016
• Chenhao Tan, Vlad Niculae, Cristian DanescuNiculescu-Mizil, Lillian Lee, WWW 2016

Other *ACL work includes: Marco Guerini, Gödze Ötzbal, Carlo Strapparava, 2015
Tim Althoff, Cristian Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, Dan Jurafsky 2014; Wei, Liu and Li 2016;
Cano-Basave and He 2016; Habernal and Gurevych 2016

Information diffusion
Other *ACL work includes: Yoav Artzi, Patrick Pantel, Michael Gamon 2012
Fang, Cheng, Ostendorf 2016
Marco Guerini, Carlo Strapparava, Gödze Ötzbal, 2011
Sasa Petrovic, Miles Osborne, Victor Lavrenko 2011
Oren Tsur, Ari Rappoport 2012

The parallel universe
Many Twitter users re-post about the same URL w/in 12 hours,
varying their text, with significantly different retweet results

Try it! http://chenhaot.com/retweetedmore/quiz

Data
From 1.77M URL- and author-controlled tweet pairs using
Yang and Leskovec’s 236K user-ID list,
… filter out tweets with multiple URLs, users posting about
the same URL 5+ times, retweets, non-English tweets, pairs
differing only in spacing; cap users at 50 tweets
… slice on follower-count and time-lag to reduce timing effects
... and filter out the top 50% most similar pairs and the
middle 90% most-similarly-retweeted pairs.

Gloss of prediction results
Ø Task difficulty? 61.3% per-human average accuracy [sample of 100

pairs; 106 judges; 39 judgments/pair], various other baselines
Ø We find features that yield better

cross-validation prediction results, and
better results on truly* held-out data

and

*We ran only one experiment on it, and that was right before submission

Try our prediction tool for your own tweets:
https://chenhaot.com/retweetedmore/

Example feature result: ngram LMs
On average ...
More-successful versions are closer in language to the
community, as defined by scoring against a general
Twitter bigram language model (LM).
Ø Apparent contrast to our movie-quotes results?

They are also closer in language to the user’s past, as
defined by scoring against a user-specific unigram LM.

Claim strength
Much related work on hedging: see the CoNLL 2010 shared task

Hedging and influence at the Fed
AG: I assume iron ore is in [the CRB]?
K: I don’t know if iron ore is in there
but copper is: copper scrap is in there, I think.
AG: That couldn’t have done that much. Steel, for
example, is actually down.
K: I don’t think steel is in the CRB.
Hedges: expressions of tentativeness
Preliminary results with words occurring in hedged contexts vs. words in
the same utterance that are not hedged [this is the parallel universe].
The hedged words have significant impact later on in later discussions …
for women speakers, only.

Persuasion attempts in ChangeMyView
Original post

CMV: the Tontine should be
legalized and made a common
retirement strategy.

The Social Security system is basically one giant
Tontine [...+13 words] So it's already legal.

[Reference URL omitted] Basically, today we have a huge problem with
retirement [...+73 words]
A tontine for retirement looks like [...+56 words] The yearly sum is divided
evenly for all the surviving participants [...+25 words]. The key advantages as I
see it are:
*We don't need actuaries [...+29 words...]
*Management fees can be quite low [...+22 words]
* [Another reason]
* [Another reason]
But CMV. Are there major risks I am not forseeing? [+2 more questions]

Δ

A tontine is a pretty crappy retirement vehicle for most people.
It pays out the least when you need the most, and the most when
you need the least.

There are some key differences though.
First, Social Security is defined by the
government [...+36 words]

And a tontine would be defined by your
bank [...+79 words]

I'd imagine the tontine as a
secondary system to social
security though, one that is
optional for people to do, not
mandatory like social security.
[…+11 words]

...
...

...

...

[...]oh, ok[...]
People’s income needs in retirement generally fall as they age.
[...+35 words]
[URL]

Very interesting. I'll give a ∆ because I
didn't have any idea that was true and
changes my idea of how the tontine
should work. That said, I don't think it's
unsolvable [...+44 words]
[DeltaBot] Confirmed: 1 delta awarded to [red]

...

...

Good points. I still am not sold [... > 100 words]

Then your back to needing actuaries, to predict [...+11 words]

Depends how exact you need to be [...+33 words]

Data
From 20K original-argument- and original-arguercontrolled argument trees
= 1.2M nodes, 12K original posters
…filter out non-OP deltas, deleted-user posts
... divide into cross-validation and ‘truly held-out’ sets.

Teaser results
Hedges are significantly correlated with persuasion.
(So are many other interesting things.)

“Too much” interaction is too much.

Many other findings + caveats;
see paper

All papers and datasets are on my homepage:
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/llee

